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INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
From September 27, 2021, through March 22, 2022, Dutton + Associates, LLC (D+A) conducted
an archaeological data recovery for Site 44HN0326 for Timmons Group in partial fulfillment of
the requirements of the memorandum of agreement (MOA) titled, Memorandum of Agreement
Among Wegmans Food Markets, Inc., The Virginia State Historic Preservation Office, and The
Norfolk District, Corps of Engineers executed May 14, 2021 (MOA). This site is commonly known
as the Merry Oaks Tavern site and the tax parcel on which it sits was historically called the Old
Merry Oaks Tavern Tract or simply Merry Oaks. With this in mind, the site and parcel may be
referred to in this document as Merry Oaks.
The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the fieldwork completed during the data
recovery effort. This document is not intended to address the research questions presented in the
research design. Analysis and research are ongoing, and a full report analyzing the archaeological
and historical data in light of these questions will be submitted after the approval of the completion
of fieldwork and after full analysis.
This data recovery was conducted in accordance with an approved plan that was developed in
accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Archaeological
Documentation (48 FR 44734-37, September 29, 1983) and the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources’ (VDHR) Guidelines for Conducting Historic Resources Survey in Virginia (October
2017) and takes into account the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s publications,
Recommended Approach for Consultation on Recovery of Significant Information from
Archeological Sites (1999; updated July 26, 2002) and Section 106 Archaeology Guidance (June
2007).
The site is located in Hanover Virginia, just south of Ashcake Road and northeast of Hanover
County Municipal Airpark (Figure 1-1; 1-2). The core of the site, consisting of the foundation of
a structure, was identified in 1996. The current boundary, which extends significantly beyond the
foundation to include most of the landform, was drawn based on artifact concentrations noted
during Phase I survey conducted in 2019 and 2020 by D+A.
This memorandum is a brief summary of the research design, fieldwork, and results of the data
recovery. A full report to include summaries of each excavation unit and feature, detailed artifact
analysis, and interpretation of the site in reference to the research questions will be submitted
within eight months of the approval of this memorandum.
J. Hope Smith, Ph.D., served as the Principal Investigator, prepared the research design, oversaw
excavations, and prepared this memorandum. Lauren Gryctko, M.A., Rebecca Mattson, M.A.,
Michael Lundberg, M.A., Emily Bolesta, Rebecca Connor, Katie Gill, John Hartmann, Delaney
Hunter, Jessica Moore, Justin Morey, Larson Rife, Courtney Roark, and Jake Sullivan served as
field crew.
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Figure 1-1: Site location on 2016 USGS 7.5" Yellow Tavern topographic map.
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Figure 1-2: Satellite view of Site 44HN0326. Source: Google Earth 2018
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2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
IDENTIFICATION
Site 44HN0326 was first identified by Gray and Pape in 1996 during an effort to locate the site of
Merry Oaks Tavern. The survey involved the excavation of shovel test pits at 30-foot intervals
across an area measuring two acres in a location that tradition and oral history identified as the site
of the tavern. Shovel testing and surface survey identified structural features, two possible wells,
a road trace, and drainage ditches (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Detail of map of Gray and Pape testing at 44HN0326. Source: Gray and Pape 2000

In 1999, Gray and Pape returned to evaluate the site. A total of six trenches were mechanically
excavated across the core of the site to further delineate the structure. The trenches revealed a
demolished brick foundation measuring 24 by 44 feet with a partial cellar which was filled with
brick rubble. Based on the lack of tavern-related artifacts (e.g., tobacco pipes and drinking vessels)
and their interpretation that the tavern as mapped on an 1801 insurance map did not match the
dimensions of the identified foundation, Gray and Pape concluded that this structure was not the
original Merry Oaks Tavern.
In 2019, D+A conducted a Phase I archaeological survey over a ±87.9-hectare (±217.4-acre)
project area that included Site 44HN0326. During this survey, the entire landform on which the
site is located was surveyed with shovel test pits placed on a 15-meter (50-foot) grid. This
subsurface testing showed that the boundaries of the site extended beyond the foundation,
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encompassing most of the landform (Figure 2-2). The dates of the diagnostic artifacts, which
included pearlware, whiteware, ironstone, and cut nails, ranged from the late-eighteenth through
the late-nineteenth century.

Figure 2-2: Map showing location of Phase I shovel testing and Site 44HN0326.

In accordance with Stipulation I(a) of the MOA, D+A conducted additional close-interval testing
within the site boundaries “of a level sufficient to identify artifact concentrations and areas of the
site with the greatest information potential”. This testing consisted of shovel tests placed a 7.5meter (25-foot) interval across the site in 2020 (Figure 2-3; 2-4). Three discrete areas were
identified for close interval testing based upon the results of Phase I shovel testing.
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Figure 2-3: Phase I map of site with locations of close-interval testing areas (cyan).
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Figure 2-4: Map showing D+A close-interval testing at 44HN0326.

Analysis of the distribution of functional categories of artifacts from the Phase I testing (discussed
in detail, below) suggested that structural features may also be present to the south and east of the
foundation. Domestic artifact distributions also indicated that the yard space around the main
structure has the potential to provide data pertaining to additional activity areas.
Although Gray and Pape had initially recommended the site not eligible for the NRHP, D+A
recommended it potentially eligible, based on the intact foundations, early-dating artifacts, and
widespread scatter of cultural material that suggests that features associated with outbuildings and
activity areas may remain intact. Additionally, although it is unclear whether the site is Merry Oaks
Tavern, map and parcel data suggest that it was on the same property as the tavern.
MATERIAL CULTURE
A total of 158 artifacts were recovered during Gray and Pape’s excavations of the site. These
materials were recovered from shovel test pits, the surface within the wells, and the ground surface.
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Diagnostic ceramics represented a very wide date range and included tin-glazed earthenware,
creamware, pearlware, whiteware, ironstone, and yellow ware. Nails were both cut and wrought.
A combined total of 710 artifacts were recovered from D+A’s Phase I survey and close interval
shovel testing, which covered a much larger area than the original Gray and Pape efforts.
Identifiable and diagnostic materials included brick fragments (generally not collected, but at least
372 fragments were observed, identified in 304 shovel tests); window glass fragments (N=21);
nails (N=101), mostly machine cut and unidentifiable; vessel glass fragments, including dark and
olive green bottle (N= 59), solarized vessels (N=4), aqua and colorless vessels (N=38); and
ceramics (N=175), including creamware (N=6), pearlware (N=40), whiteware (N=70), ironstone
(N= 13), hard-paste porcelain (N=3), salt-glazed utilitarian stoneware (N=15), and a fragment of
black basalt stoneware (Figure 2-5).

Figure 2-5: Representative artifacts from 44HN0326.

Close-interval testing was focused on three separate blocks where the highest concentrations of
artifacts had been noted during Phase I testing. The analysis of artifact distribution achieved
through shovel testing is the most effective way to identify buried sites in wooded settings, since
artifacts are often the only material evidence of human activity that remains visible (Nance and
Ball 1986:458; Lightfoot 1989:416). Although concentrations of all artifacts were considered,
ceramics, glass, and nail distributions served as the primary data for locating these blocks. The
brick that was noted was so widespread and in such small fragments that it did not offer much
information on the spatial patterning of the site. The three areas chosen for close-interval testing
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were located on the northern edge of the site along Ashcake Road, the west-center of the site, and
its southwestern tip (Figure 2-6 through 2-8).

Figure 2-6: Distribution plot of housewares recovered during Phase I testing.
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Figure 2-7: Distribution plot of iron artifacts recovered during Phase I testing.
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Figure 2-8: Map of site with locations of close-interval testing marked in cyan.

Because only a sample of brick was collected, for the purposes of this analysis, each shovel test
that contained brick was treated as a count of one. As in the Phase I testing, small fragments of
brick were widespread throughout the area, and at total of 157 shovel tests contained only brick
(Figure 2-9).
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Figure 2-9: Map of close-interval testing with shovel tests that contained only brick represented in gray.

Area 1 contained the most artifacts by far. (N= 543, with each occurrence of brick given a count
of one). With at least 187 fragments of brick identified, the assemblage is dominated by
architectural materials (N=278), but with a still significant quantity of household materials (vessel
glass, ceramics, and personal items; N=167) (Table 2-1). Diagnostic ceramics ranged in date from
late-eighteenth century creamware to late-nineteenth century yellowware and ironstone, but the
largest proportion of ceramics consisted of undecorated whiteware, which has a long use-range
from the 1820s until the early-1900s (Table 2-2). Only three of the nails recovered could be
positively identified: these were machine cut. The remaining 42 nails and fragments were too
corroded to identify. Generally, the ceramics and glass were too fragmentary to allow for
meaningful analysis of artifact usage, activity areas, or changes to the site through time.
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Table 2-1: Artifact distributions at Area 1 by type.

Area 1 Artifacts by Type
Personal
Vessel Glass
Ceramics
Window Glass
Mortar, Daub
Nails
Brick
0

50

100

150

200

Table 2-2: Date ranges for diagnostic ceramics in Area 1.

Ware Type
Count Date Range
Creamware
5
Pearlware, no diagnostic decoration
20
Pearlware, blue shell edge
1
Transferware, blue
5
Whiteware, no diagnostic
decoration
41
Whiteware, blue shell edge
1
Whiteware, hand painted warm
colors
3
Ironstone/ White granite
5
Yellowware
1
Stoneware, black basalt
1
Stoneware, American blue gray
2
Porcelain, hard paste
2

1762-1820
1775-1830
1800-1830
Post-1802
Post-1820
1840s-1860s
1820-1830
1842-1930
1830-1940
Post-1760
Post-1750
Post-1820

Area 2 contained far fewer artifacts (N=81). These broke down into a similar proportion of
architectural materials (N=57) to domestic materials (N=24). Only three of the ceramics could be
positively identified: one sherd each of whiteware, pearlware, and brown salt glazed stoneware.
The remainder were non-diagnostic refined earthenware fragments. Most of the glass and ceramics
in Area 2 had been burned, contributing to the difficulty in identification.
Area 3 contained the fewest artifacts: of the 13 positive shovel tests, all but two contained only
brick fragments. The two non-brick artifacts were a fragment of blue transferware and an
unidentifiable nail shank. An unidentifiable pit feature, likely natural or associated with recent
logging activities, was observed to the east of this area.
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The materials recovered from all three areas suggest a domestic site with multiple buildings and a
long range of occupation from the late-eighteenth century until the early-twentieth century, with
the primary period of occupation being the early-to-mid nineteenth century.
Artifact distribution maps indicate that structural features are likely present beyond the main
building foundation. A map showing the distribution of architectural artifacts (window glass, nails,
brick, daub, and mortar) places the largest concentrations in Area 1: one in the vicinity of the
previously-identified foundation, and a smaller concentration to the east. A much smaller
concentration is located to the south, in Area 2 (Figure 2-10). Due to the small quantity of artifacts
identified in Area 3 during close-interval testing, any structure that was located here was likely an
agricultural outbuilding, rather than a dwelling.
Distributions of houseware materials (vessel glass, lighting glass, and ceramic) suggest the
possible presence of midden features or activity areas in the yard space of the main structure.
Concentrations of these materials are much lower for the possible structure to the south, and almost
non-existent for the possible structure to the east (Figure 2-11).
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Figure 2-10: Plot showing distributions of architectural materials recovered from close-interval testing with locations of shovel testing and surface features.
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Figure 2-11: Plot showing distributions of housewares with locations of shovel testing and surface features.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Given that Hanover County’s early records burned in the 1865 evacuation fire in Richmond,
Virginia, research of the property on which Site 44HN0326 sits must rely on a variety of resources.
Research into early history of Merry Oaks was completed in 1991 by Robert B. Lancaster and in
1998 by Anne Cross. This research was drawn upon to support Gray & Pape’s archaeological
investigation carried out for the VDHR in 1998. Their findings were also published in the Hanover
Bulletin. Additional research by D+A is ongoing as part of the data recovery of this site. The most
relevant historical documents that aided in the process of excavation are the three Mutual
Assurance Policy plats from 1801, 1806, and 1815. These are presented below.
The earliest Mutual Assurance plat for Merry to which we currently have access dates to 1801.
This map depicts a “Wooden Tavern 68 feet long by 18 feet wide. One Story high,” with three
chimneys, a porch entrance on the front, and another porch on the gable end. An outbuilding is
depicted 50 feet to the left, and a stable complex consisting of a “wooden stable 42 feet by 20 feet
one story high,” a “wooden Carriage house 12 by 8” a “Wooden Granary 12 by 12” and a wooden
shed of unknown dimensions (Figure 2-12)
According to a description of the tavern by Effie Bowles Kelley: “The first story (or half basement)
was of brick and upper story of lumber or wood. The roof was of Dutch style architecture and the
rooms were very large. The stables were of logs…the old tavern flourished and was in its prime in
the last of the 18th century” (quoted in Lancaster 1991:3).

Figure 2-12: Plat for Merry Oaks on the 1801 Mutual Assurance Policy. Source: Mutual Assurance
Policy #439
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The 1806 plat provides more detail on the arrangement of the wings of the tavern, but the basic
dimensions remain the same. The tavern is made up of a central mass with a side shed (possibly
the front porch) off one side and a wooden wing addition off of the gable end. Likewise, the basic
dimensions provided for the stable complex remain the same, although the orientation appears to
be slightly different. As in the previous map, no north arrow or other orientation information is
provided. No mention is made of the outbuilding off the gable end.

Figure 2-13: Plat for Merry Oaks on the 1806 Mutual Assurance Policy. Source: Mutual Assurance
Policy #1071

The 1815 map provides the least detail and deviates slightly in the measurements from the previous
documents. However, the rough dimensions remain the same, and although the map does not depict
outbuildings, the policy itself is for a tavern, stable, carriage house, and granary, the same buildings
depicted on the previous plats. (Figure 2-14) (Mutual Assurance Policy #1783).
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Figure 2-14: Plat for Merry Oaks on the 1815 Mutual Assurance Policy. Source: Mutual Assurance
Policy #1783
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN
Using the results of the historical research and the previous investigations, a plan for data recovery
was developed. This plan begins with a research framework and questions that inform the
methodology for fieldwork and lab processing. The research design is presented below, which
includes research topics followed by specific questions to be answered through the data recovery.
SITE CHRONOLOGY
Before more complex questions can be asked, the basic chronology of an archaeological site must
be established. Previous investigations suggest a long range of occupation from the late-eighteenth
century through the late-nineteenth century. The most active period of the tavern’s history appears
to have been from the 1770s through the 1830s. Most of the early owners of the tavern resided on
nearby plantations and farms rather than at the tavern, and it appears that the day-to-day operations
of the tavern were conducted by other individuals. Nathaniel Lipscomb appears to be one of these
operators, and in 1811 or 1812 he purchased the property, where he continued to live for a time
before moving to another property. Lipscomb operated and apparently expanded the business until
his death, after which the property was acquired by Robert Smith in 1848. Evidence suggests that
Smith operated the property as a farm, rather than a tavern. The Smith family owned the property
until 1904.
The documentary record is fairly substantial for the chronology of Merry Oaks Tavern itself, but
the sequence of buildings and occupation on the remainder of the site is unclear. The artifacts
recovered both during Gray and Pape’s excavations over the foundation and during D+A’s shovel
testing show relatively few eighteenth-century materials compared to mid-to-late nineteenth
century artifacts.
Additional excavation in the primary concentrations of artifacts, in addition to further historical
research, will help to define the chronology of the site and the history of its occupants.
Some of the questions to be addressed include:
What are the beginning and end dates of occupation of the site?
What is the chronological distribution of the structures and activity areas at Site 44HN0326?
When was the dwelling first constructed, and is this the first domestic structure on the site?
SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
At present, only a single dwelling and two possible wells have been identified. However,
subsurface testing across the landform surrounding the structure showed nineteenth-century
artifacts scattered across an area measuring about 5.7 hectares (14.2 acres). Artifact distribution
plots of different functional categories suggest that additional structures are present at the site.
Architectural materials form two additional clusters to the east and south of the main dwelling.
This site is traditionally known as the location of Merry Oaks Tavern. Although research by Gray
and Pape in the 1990s disputed this claim, reanalysis of the data and historic insurance maps
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suggest that the site may indeed be the tavern. As detailed above, the dimensions of the structure
uncovered by Gray and Pape match the dimensions of the tavern and shed addition depicted on the
1806 Mutual Assurance map. Additionally, descriptions of the tavern, with its brick English
basement and frame second story, are consistent with both the feature uncovered during the 1990s
excavation, and with the concentrations of architectural materials recovered during the 2019 and
2020 investigations. Finally, the fact that historical documents only mention the tavern and
associated dependencies on this property suggests that no other primary buildings were present.
The Mutual Assurance maps of the tavern depict a granary, carriage house, stable, and shed about
40 yards off the back of the structure. Artifact distribution maps of Site 44HN0326 indicate that
there are multiple concentrations of material that may correspond with these types of outbuildings
directly adjacent to the structure foundation.
The distribution of artifacts in the concentration to the south of the previously-identified
foundation suggests a small domestic structure that had been burned. Given its distance from the
tavern site, about 1,500 feet away, this artifact concentration could be a quarter for enslaved people
working either in the tavern or in the neighboring agricultural fields.
Some of the questions to be addressed include:
What is the spatial organization of the site? Can distinct buildings, including slave quarters and
outbuildings, be identified archaeologically?
How do the features relate to each other, and what can their relationship tell us about the use of
the site and its changes through time?
Do the size and spatial arrangement of the main foundation and other structural features and
activity areas indicate that Site 44HN0326 is Merry Oaks Tavern, or is the site the dwelling of the
tavern owner?
Does the spatial distribution of various artifact types provide clues to the activity areas across the
site?
CONSUMERISM AND COMMERCE
As stated above, previous excavations did not conclusively determine whether this site was the
location of the tavern. Analysis of the distribution of artifacts recovered from the main structure
and its surrounding yard space should aid in determining the function of the structure (King 1988).
The study of consumerism and the use of consumer goods is one of the most productive areas of
research for historical archaeologists (Majewski and Schiffer 2009). Virginians, both free and
enslaved, had access to a wide range of items to purchase through local markets, and archaeologists
can use the archaeological record to gain a greater understanding of how people of all social
positions interacted with the world of goods (Heath 2004; Smart Martin 2008). Whether this
structure was a dwelling or a tavern, the long range of occupation at Site 44HN0326 provides an
opportunity to study changes in patterns of consumption through time. Additionally, if slave
quarters can be identified, the comparison of consumer goods between the different areas of the
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site can offer insight into the differences in access to materials and local markets between the
property owners and the people they enslaved.
Some of the questions to be addressed include:
If this site is actually the location of Merry Oaks Tavern, how did the tavern owner use consumer
goods in the operation of his establishment? How does this compare with other taverns in the
region?
If the site began its history as a tavern and was converted into a single dwelling later, is there a
change in material culture that reflects this transition?
How did all of the different inhabitants of the site, both enslaved and free, engage with consumer
goods, and was this typical for the region and period? How did race and class affect access to
these materials?
RACE, CLASS, AND GENDER
Taverns were complex spaces where people of many different social standings interacted.
Travelers, tavern patrons, enslaved personal servants, enslaved tavern workers, the tavern keeper,
and the tavern owner were some of the people who would have worked in and frequented the
space. These people would have left behind some kind of archaeological signature, although
teasing out these complicated relationships is often challenging.
Insurance maps indicate that there were a stable, carriage house, shed, and another outbuilding
about 40 yards away from the tavern. Artifact distribution maps suggest that there are at least two
other structures located east and south of the originally identified foundation. The relative lack of
housewares recovered at the eastern concentration suggests barns or agricultural buildings, but a
small quantity of these materials was recovered from the southern concentration, an artifact
signature consistent with a dwelling for enslaved people. Whatever the purpose of the structures
at Site 44HN0326, the historical record indicates that enslaved people worked and likely lived at
this site, as shown by the fact that every owner of the property until the Civil War held enslaved
African Americans. Changes to the use of the site through time meant that both enslaved field
laborers and tavern workers may have been present, and the archaeological and historical record
together may help shed light on these people and their lives.
Class is another social construct that can be explored using the material from this site. Sites
associated with middling-status rural tradespeople in Virginia have received less attention than
plantations and farmsteads. Additionally, taverns were gathering places for non-elites, and they
offer an opportunity to study the material remains of a social space occupied by ordinary people
(Victor 2018).
Taverns were gendered spaces that were generally social gathering places for men. However, many
taverns were run by women, and the day-to-day operations of cooking, cleaning, and maintenance
were also the purview of women (Meacham 2009). This distinction between the male public space
and the female private space may be visible archaeologically in the form of different activity areas
or classes of artifacts.
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Questions relating to race and class are dependent upon defining the function of the site and its
occupation history. The race, class, and gender dynamics of a tavern would have been different
than that of a dwelling or farmstead. Additionally, the function of the site may have changed
through time if the tavern was converted into a family dwelling later in the nineteenth century.
Some basic questions related to race, class, and gender include:
What can the historical and archaeological record tell us about the lives of the enslaved people
who likely lived at this site?
How was the consumption of food, drink, and material goods at this site different from or similar
to that of sites associated with higher-status individuals?
What can the distribution of artifacts tell us about the gendered use of space at a rural tavern?
How did this change through time as the function of the site changed?
COMMUNITY FORMATION AND CONTINUITY
Site 44HN0326 is identified as a contributing resource within the potentially National Register
eligible Brown Grove Residential Community Rural Historic District (DHR Inventory No. 0425802). This historic district recognizes the African American community that has been a part of
the area since the time of enslavement. According to historic records, all of the owners of Merry
Oaks prior to the Civil War held enslaved people. Since most of these landowners operated
plantations that included multiple tracts of land beyond Merry Oaks, it is currently unknown how
many of these people lived or worked at Site 44HN0326; however, as detailed above, it is probable
that Site 44HN0326 contains material evidence of slave quarters. One of the difficulties of
establishing a connection between the enslaved residents of the site and the current Brown Grove
community is the fact that five different slaveholding families owned the site from 1790 through
the Civil War. The later occupants, particularly the people enslaved by Robert Smith at the time
of the Civil War, may have been the most likely to remain in the area after emancipation. Historical
demographic research about the people who settled along Egypt Road and Ashcake Road after
Emancipation may help to draw connections between the antebellum and post-Emancipation
African American community of Brown Grove.
Questions relating to the formation and continuity of the Brown Grove community may not
necessarily be answered through the archaeological record but through the oral history of members
of this community. Questions relating to this topic include:
How did the Brown Grove community evolve from the time of enslavement through the twentieth
century? What historical connections can be traced between the people that lived at 44HN0326
and the later Brown Grove community?
What role did the Merry Oaks tavern property play in the role of the identity of the Brown Grove
community?
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4. SUMMARY OF DATA RECOVERY
Prior to the start of fieldwork, the site was divided into three discrete areas, labeled A, B, and C,
based on artifact distributions and historic maps. Area A consists of the tavern and its vicinity, as
recorded in Gray and Pape’s excavation report and as extrapolated from historic fire insurance
maps. Area B was a concentration of positive shovel tests located east of the projected tavern site.
Area C was a diffuse area of positive shovel tests located south of the tavern site. Area D, added
later, consisted of an unidentified pit feature (Figure 4-1). The results of the data recovery are
detailed below by area.

Figure 4-1: Overview of areas of excavation on 1936 aerial map.
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AREA A
UNIT EXCAVATION
In accordance with the MOA and the data recovery plan, fieldwork began with the placement of
ten one-meter square units across the area. Because the site of the tavern itself had been previously
disturbed by mechanical trenching, these units were placed in artifact concentrations to the east,
west, and south of the tavern, but not over the location of the tavern or in the area that had been
previously stripped in the 1990s to the west of the tavern building. At this point in excavations,
the orientation of the building as depicted on the insurance maps was unclear, so units were placed
on the assumption that the primary outbuildings and yard spaces would be either east or west of
the building. Units A1 through A6 were placed to the southwest of the tavern building, in an artifact
concentration identified during the close-interval testing. Units A7 and A8 were placed on the
south side of the site, north of a drainage ditch that is visible on the 1936 aerial and is still present
today. Units A9 and A10 were placed east of a farm road trace that appears on maps and aerials
from the 1930s (Figure 4-2)
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Figure 4-2: Overall map of Area A.
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Soils became increasingly poorly drained towards the southern side of this portion of the site. Well
drained Norfolk fine sandy loam and moderately well drained Atlee loam form a band that runs
along Ashcake Road and then dips south on the eastern side of Area A. Poorly drained Coxville
loam forms most of the southern side of the area (Figure 4-3). These soils data are borne out in the
stratigraphy observed during unit excavation. Units generally became deeper and more poorly
drained to the south and west, with a gleyed subsoil, while those to the north and east were drier,
shallower, and exhibited more yellow subsoil. Drainage ditches that have been present since at
least the 1930s, according to aerial imagery, are present south and west of Area A. These ditches
offer further evidence of the historic poor drainage of the area.

Figure 4-3: Soils overlay with locations of units and trenching showing drainage class. Blue is poorly drained
soil, yellow is well drained.

Unit A9 exhibited a soil profile typical of the well-drained portion of the site consisted of about
25 cm of 2.5Y light yellowish brown sandy loam disturbed plowzone over 10YR 6/6 brownish
yellow sandy clay subsoil (Figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-4: Soil profile of Unit A9, typical of well-drained soils.

Unit A5 exhibited a profile typical of the poorly drained portion of the site. Its stratigraphy
consisted of 44 cm of 2.5Y 4/2 olive brown sandy loam disturbed topsoil over 2.5Y 6/2 light
brownish gray sandy clay subsoil (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5: Soil profile of Unit A5, typical of the more poorly-drained southern portion of the site.
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Artifacts were reflective of the long range of occupation at the site, with a wide variety of materials
dating from the mid-eighteenth through the early-twentieth century. There was little spatial
patterning to the dates of the artifacts recovered, but there were significant differences in the
quantities of materials that came from each unit.
The units on the western side of the area (A1, A2, and A5) contained the most artifacts, with A5
containing more than 200 artifacts. These materials consisted of ceramics, including creamware,
early-dating edgeware, dark blue, light blue, and red transferware, overglazed handpainted
porcelain, annular whiteware and yellowware, Rockingham ware, gray salt-glazed stoneware, and
ironstone; glass, including olive, dark green wine bottle, aqua, solarized, and window glass; and
unidentifiable nails (Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6: Representative artifacts recovered from Area A units.

Possible features were identified in Units A1 and A2. A potential posthole, defined by dark loamy
soil and brick and charcoal flecking, was noted in the northeast corner of Unit A1. Two other
potential features, squarer in shape but with similar soil and inclusions, were noted in the east and
west walls of the unit. These anomalies were noted, but not excavated. During mechanical
excavation, the anomaly in A2 was determined to be a deeper area of topsoil caused by disturbance,
rather than a discrete feature. Unit A1 lay in the preservation buffer, and mechanical trenching was
not conducted in that location.
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MECHANICAL TRENCHING
A total of 848 square meters (9,123 square feet) of topsoil in Area A was removed down to subsoil
using a small excavating machine equipped with a four-foot smooth-edged bucket. This task was
performed in three distinct areas that corresponded to the location of structures depicted on the
1801 insurance map. This map showed the tavern as seen from the main entrance, with a stable
complex about 50 yards to the rear, a porch off of one side, and an illegible outbuilding about 50
feet to the left. The map had no scale or north arrow, making the orientation of the building unclear.
The Gray and Pape excavation map suggested that the gable end of the tavern building faced
Ashcake Road. Based on the orientation of the farm road and the distribution of artifacts, a
hypothesis was made that the stable complex was located west of the main building, and the
outbuilding located south. Therefore, machine excavation was conducted directly around the
tavern (Block A1), about 50 yards west of the tavern (A2), and about 50 feet south of the presumed
southern side of the tavern (A3).
Block A1 was excavated in stages. The purpose of the first stage was to locate the area where Gray
and Pape had excavated their exploratory trenches around the building in the 1990s. This task was
accomplished with little difficulty: a large square area of brick rubble became evident directly
beneath the topsoil (Figure 4-7; 4-8). A second stage of machine excavation was conducted to
determine the extent of the brick fill, the location of the backfilled excavation trenches, and
whether or not any original fill remained intact. Following this stage, the outline of the building
became clear (Figure 4-9). It appeared that the 1990s excavations had resulted in the destruction
of some portions of the foundation wall, but most of the feature was still in situ. The structure is
described in detail, below.

Figure 4-7: First stage of excavation in progress, facing southeast.
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Figure 4-8: Results of first stage of mechanical excavation, facing southwest.

Figure 4-9: Final results of excavation, facing north.

The location of Block A2 was guided by a combination of artifact distributions and the projected
location of the stable complex. An area measuring approximately 24 by 18 meters (80 by 60 feet)
was excavated using a small machine equipped with a four-foot smooth-edged bucket (Figure 410). Soils were relatively well drained on the northern half of the block near Ashcake Road, but
they became deeper, more poorly drained, and more gleyed to the south. A series of 13 features
were identified. These features appear to be related to the stable and its associated buildings; they
are described below.
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Figure 4-10: Excavation in progress, Block A2.

Block A3 was placed 50 feet south of the projected southern porch addition of the tavern building,
using information from the Mutual Assurance maps. It measured approximately 12 by 15 meters
(40 by 50 feet) (Figure 4-11). Soils in this area were very poorly drained, highly gleyed, and
disturbed. On the east side of the block, the topsoil was full of what appeared to be demolition
debris, which included ceramics, glass, nails, and brick. Several large root disturbances in the soil,
excavated as features, contained this material. A series of square postholes, forming what appears
to be the corner of a structure, was noted on the southwest corner of the block. These features are
described below.
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Figure 4-11: Overview of block excavation in Block A3.

AREA A FEATURES
Features were identified that provide evidence for the tavern and its complex of outbuildings as
depicted on the 1801 Mutual Assurance policy map. They are described below by structure.
Tavern (Block A1)
The tavern feature consisted of the remnants of a continuous brick foundation coupled with a
shallow cellar. Large portions of the brick rubble demolition fill that overlayed the structure had
been removed by machine during the Gray and Pape excavations. In the upper layers, it was
impossible to determine which portions of the fill were historic and which portions were backfill
from the 1990s. Once the brick rubble had been removed, a hard packed surface of silty clay mixed
with charcoal, ash, and artifacts remained. This layer was interpreted as a historic stratum that
likely represents debris that had been deposited on the cellar floor just before and during
demolition. The portion of the cellar that lies outside of the preservation buffer was sectioned with
a bisect line running north-south, and the west side of this layer of fill was excavated by hand to
subsoil (Figure 4-12). Two intersecting postholes were identified during the excavation of this
bisect. These postholes were excavated as features separate from the cellar fill.
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Figure 4-12: Closing photo of tavern (Area A1 Feature 1) bisect, facing north.

Following removal of the rubble fill, the remains of the foundation could be identified (Figure 413 through 4-16). On the north side of the structure, the wall has been set directly onto the subsoil,
and only the northeast corner remains standing. The center of the east wall was recorded by Gray
and Pape, but it appears to have been destroyed during the backfilling process, although a few
sections of coursed brick were encountered within the fill. A soil stain, interpreted as a robbed-out
builder’s trench by Gray and Pape, remained visible on the northwestern side of the building.
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Figure 4-13: Detail map showing the tavern foundation (Feature 1) and associated features.
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Figure 4-14: Overview of north side of structure, facing southeast.

Figure 4-15: Detail view of northeast corner of structure, exterior.
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Figure 4-16: Detail view of northeast corner of structure, interior.

Approximately 20 feet south of the north foundation wall, the ground surface steps down about a
foot into a shallow English basement (Figure 4-17 through 4-19). The foundation walls are set into
the soil in this section, which has protected them from erosion and removal. A complete length of
wall extends from the cellar cut to the southeastern corner. This brickwork is mirrored on the west
side of the building, but a mature tree that could not be removed prevented the complete exposure
of the western wall. A brick chimney base and hearth are set on subsoil in the southwest corner of
this area, and two rubble-filled postholes or piers, previously excavated by Gray and Pape, appear
to have formed the southern wall of the English basement.

Figure 4-17: Overall view of field crew cleaning cellar feature, showing height difference between the cellar
(foreground) and crawl space (background).
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Figure 4-18: South side of building, facing west, showing cellar walls and chimney base.

Figure 4-19: Two views of chimney base. Right: top-down view. Left: north view with interior
postholes in background and backfilled Gray and Pape trench (dark stain) in foreground.

No other cultural features were noted in the space south of the English basement. However, two
root features were excavated that aligned with the western wall of the structure. It is likely that
these two features were postholes that were obscured by later tree roots.
The dimensions of these features correspond almost exactly with the Mutual Assurance maps of
the Merry Oaks tavern, particularly the 1806 map, which describes, “A wooden Tavern one story
high 44 feet by 16 feet wide” with “a side shed one story high 44 feet by 8 feet wide” along the
length of the building. To the right of the main block was “a wooden wing one story high 24 feet
by 18 feet wide”. The north-south length of the intact brick wall features are 44 feet, and the eastwest width is 24 feet, matching the mapped dimensions of the main tavern block. From the
postholes that parallel the chimney to the possible postholes in the yard is another 24 feet, matching
the description of the wooden wing.
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In addition to the structural features, the backfilled remains of Well #2 from the Gray and Pape
excavations were noted about ten feet southwest of the southernmost possible posthole. This
feature was first identified through hand excavation in 1996, then machine excavated to 8 feet in
1999. It was found to be full of brick rubble, nineteenth-century glass, iron fragments, and chamber
pot fragments. No additional excavation was conducted on this feature during the current effort.
The location of the feature and the artifacts reported to be in the fill indicate that it may be either
a privy pit or a well.
Well #1 appears to have been located in an area just northeast of the tavern structure. Low-lying
ground and a collection of early-twentieth century debris suggested that the well was likely in this
location; however, this area had been flagged as wetland, and disturbance was prohibited.
Therefore, no excavation was conducted to confirm whether the well was in fact present in this
location.
Stable Complex (Block A2)
These structural features were identified through mechanical trenching. Artifact distribution maps
had suggested that the location of Block A2 was a potential activity area associated with the tavern.
Unit excavations revealed dense artifact concentrations and deep, loamy topsoil, emphasizing the
possibility that outbuildings or yard features might be present. Additionally, information from the
1801 Mutual Assurance map suggested that this could be the location of the stable complex. Based
on all of these factors, mechanical block excavation was conducted to the west of Units 1 through
5. Excavation was extended to the west and south as additional features were uncovered. A square
depression surrounded by five postholes, a straight line of five postholes running north-south, an
isolated posthole, and a linear trench were identified (Figure 4-20).
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Figure 4-20: Detail view of excavations and features in Block A2.

The square feature was located at the northeast side of the block excavation, and it measured
approximately six feet (1.8 meters) square. The five postholes that surrounded it were clearly
associated with the feature, although it is likely that the posts represented by the holes were not all
standing at the same time (Figure 4-21; 4-22).
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Figure 4-21: Overview of square feature (Feature 1) and postholes following excavation.
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Figure 4-22: Opening photo of Feature 1, Block A2.

The straight line of postholes was located about 15 feet (4.6 meters) west of the small square
structure (Figure 4-23). These posts were set about eight feet (2.4 meters) apart. Due to the degree
of disturbance and the poor quality of the soils, only the base of these postholes remained. The line
of posts appears to continue north into the preservation buffer, which could not be disturbed.
Although trenching was conducted 44 (13.4 meters) feet west, past the projected location of the
west wall of the stable, no additional postholes were observed. In addition to the postholes, a linear
trench was identified oriented roughly perpendicular to the southernmost posthole; this trench is
likely associated with one of the sills of the stable (Figure 4-24).
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Figure 4-23: Representative posthole in Block A2.

Figure 4-24: Overall view of trench feature in Block A2
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The location and dimensions of these features correspond with the stable and granary depicted on
the 1801 Mutual Assurance map of Merry Oaks According to the map, a complex consisting of a
stable, granary, and carriage house was located approximately 40 yards behind (west of) the tavern
building: his is the distance from the east side of the foundation to the space between the square
feature and the line of postholes. The granary is depicted as a building measuring 12 feet square
and located closest to the tavern building, dimensions that match the outside dimensions of the
postholes around the square feature. Behind (west of) the granary, the stable is recorded as being
42 by 20 feet with a wooden shed. The line of postholes measures about 42 feet, and the trench
measures 26 feet. The extra six feet in length may be associated with a shed addition that is also
depicted on the map. The stable is documented as being log constructed, which corresponds well
with the observed features. The long trench was likely where the sill of the structure rested, while
the postholes could have been used to support stall bays Oaks (Figure 4-25). Evidence of the
remaining two sills was not observed: these features may have been too shallow to survive or may
have been obscured or destroyed by the high degree of disturbance and poor soil drainage observed
in this portion of the site. Evidence of the carriage house was not observed. Features associated
with this building may have been too ephemeral to survive, or they may have been located in the
preservation buffer on the north side of the site where trenching was not conducted.

Figure 4-25: Map of features in Area A with conjectural outlines of buildings.
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Outbuilding (Block A3)
The 1801 Mutual Assurance map shows a structure located 50 feet to the left of the tavern building.
Based on the orientation of the features identified archaeologically, this structure should have been
located to the south of the tavern. To search for this building, a third block was mechanically
excavated starting 50 feet south of the projected southern end of the tavern foundation. A series of
postholes and natural features was uncovered. These features consisted of a cluster of large, square
postholes placed very close together that formed the northwest corner of a structure (Figure 4-26;
4-27). The placement of the postholes and postmolds indicated that multiple replacement posts
had been installed in this area through the years.

Figure 4-26: Features in Block A3 after excavation, facing south.

Figure 4-27: Postholes in Block A3 during excavation, facing north.

A line of features appeared to follow off of the south side of this corner. Upon excavation, these
features were revealed to be shallow and associated with bioturbation rather than structural
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components. In addition to the postholes and natural features, two shallow, amorphous features
were observed on the southeast side of the block: these were full of mid-nineteenth century
materials and appeared to be low spots that were filled in with destruction debris. Similarly, a large
root hole or borrow pit on the west side of the block had also been filled in with midden materials.
During mechanical excavation, the topsoil on the southeastern side of the block appeared to be
disturbed, with a sharp transition to subsoil. This topsoil was very dark, poorly drained, and full
of brick and nineteenth-century artifacts. Structural features were not observed in the subsoil on
this side, but several low spots in the soil had filled in with this debris: one of these was excavated
as Feature 2 (Figure 4-28). Soils in this area were low and poorly drained, becoming more poorly
drained towards the south edge of the block. Excavation could not continue farther to the south
because of the substantial drainage ditch and berm that runs east-to-west in this portion of the site.
This ditch is visible on the 1936 aerial, but it is not documented on any earlier maps or plats. The
degree of disturbance near the ditch suggests that the construction of the ditch has obscured any
evidence of the south side of the building.

Figure 4-28: Low area filled with historic material.

ARTIFACTS
The artifacts recovered from the features in Area A are a mix of domestic and architectural
materials dating to a time span between the mid-eighteenth through the late-nineteenth century.
Artifact cataloging and analysis is currently ongoing, but a preliminary assessment of the materials
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recovered suggests that most of the features were filled during the final depositional episode of the
site. Every context contains a wide date range of artifacts, but all of the materials are domestic in
nature and exhibit richness in form and function.
The most artifact-rich feature was the filled-in tree hole in Area A3 (Feature 1). Ceramics included
undecorated pearlware, whiteware, and ironstone; annular yellowware and whiteware; blue and
green edgeware; a variety of blue transferware, including Blue Willow, chinoiserie, floral, sheet
patterns, and rural romantic patterns; hard paste porcelain, some with floral overglaze ghosts; and
American gray stoneware. Glass included window glass, molded drinking vessel glass, dark green
wine bottle fragments, aqua medicine bottle necks, paneled medicine or extract bottle, and
scalloped lantern glass. Iron objects included an iron buckle, unidentifiable cast and wrought iron
objects, wrought, cut and wire nails. Other materials included wood handled knives and forks, a
toy marble, a Prosser button, cow teeth, large mammal bone, oyster shell, and brick and mortar
(Figure 4-29).

Figure 4-29: Representative artifacts recovered from the infilled root feature (Feature 1) in Area A3.

The artifacts recovered from bisect of the base of the cellar (Area A1 Feature 1) represent a long
range of occupation, but did skew a bit earlier, with the most recent objects dating to the midnineteenth century. Ceramics included creamware, including a royal pattern plate rim, green shelldecorated pearlware hollowware, Blue Willow transferware, floral transferware, sprig-molded
bone china, American stoneware, lead-glazed coarse earthenware, and tin glazed earthenware.
Other materials included dark green wine bottle glass, a tobacco pipe bowl and stem fragment, a
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gunflint, a clothing hook, eggshell, tiny bone fragments, and wrought nails. The postholes within
the cellar fill contained a few fragments of pearlware, tiny bone and eggshell fragments, wrought
nails, and a painted clay marble (Figure 4-30).

Figure 4-30: Artifacts recovered from the base of cellar fill.

The linear feature in Area A2 (Feature 13) contained relatively few artifacts, but a greater
proportion of earlier material. Creamware, pearlware, and American gray stoneware chamber pot
fragment, a Blue Willow whiteware fragment, and dark green wine bottle bases were among the
diagnostic artifacts recovered (Figure 4-31).
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Figure 4-31: Representative artifacts recovered from the linear feature (Feature 13) in Area A2.

The postholes contained few artifacts. Although artifact analysis is not complete enough to make
definitive statements about the TPQ of the posts, most did appear to have been removed after the
tavern buildings were demolished. This conjecture is based upon the quantity of brick rubble
observed in the postmolds associated with all of the outbuildings. Had the posts rotted in place, or
had they been removed while the structures were still standing, the demolition debris could not
have made its way into the postmolds (Figure 4-32).
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Figure 4-32: Representative artifacts recovered from postholes in Area A3.

AREA B
This area was placed around a light scatter of cultural material identified during the close interval
testing. It was selected as a potential location of outbuildings associated with the farming
operations that took place on the Merry Oaks tract.
UNIT EXCAVATION
A total of six one-meter square units were placed in this area (Figure 4-33). Soils were shallow
and compact, with a redeposited topsoil (A horizon) over a truncated eluvial layer (E horizon) and
a smooth, gradual transition to subsoil. Ruts and pushpiles on the ground surface nearby provided
further evidence of the disturbance caused by timber harvesting.
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Figure 4-33: Overview of units and trenching in Area B.

A typical soil profile, recorded in Unit B6 consisted of a 13 cm of redeposited topsoil (A horizon)
consisting of 2.5Y 4/3 silty clay loam over a 15 cm deep E horizon of 2.5Y 5/3 silty loam over
2.5Y 5/4 B horizon (subsoil) (Figure 4-34; 4-35).
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Figure 4-34: North wall profile of Unit B6.
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Figure 4-35: Base of excavation, Unit B1.

Few artifacts were recovered. Each unit contained a handful of small brick fragments and fewer
than ten non-brick artifacts. These materials included green shell-edged pearlware, blue
transferware, wine bottle glass, and colorless and light green vessel glass (Figure 4-36). No
features were observed in the base of the units.
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Figure 4-36: Representative artifacts from Area B.

MECHANICAL TRENCHING
Following unit excavation, a large block measuring about 78 by 40 feet (24 by 12 meters) was
mechanically stripped to subsoil using a small machine excavator equipped with a four-foot
smooth-edged bucket (Figure 4-37). An area of 2,622 feet of soil was removed to subsoil. Only
natural features were observed. These consisted of a large number of rotted-out pine tree taproots
and an area of charcoal and redeposited C horizon that appeared to have been pulled up from the
roots of large burned-out tree. No evidence of cultural activity was observed in association with
any of these natural features: no artifacts, ashy soil, brick, or other cultural material were noted.
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Figure 4-37: Excavation in progress, Area B.

AREA C
This area was placed within one of the sections of close-interval testing that was conducted to
determine whether there were discrete concentrations of artifacts that might be associated with
outbuildings or activity areas for the operation of the farm associated with Merry Oaks. Artifact
distribution maps did not show any clear concentrations of material within this area, so the
excavation units and trenching were conducted over a wide, dispersed area.
UNIT EXCAVATION
A total of six one-meter square units were excavated in Area C (Figure 4-38). These units were
placed near positive shovel tests that contained more than just a single artifact.
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Figure 4-38: Location of units and trenching in Area C.

As in Area B, these units exhibited soils that had been damaged by repeated timber harvesting.
Stratigraphy consisted of a thin organic layer directly over a somewhat truncated eluvial layer (E
horizon) that gradually transitioned into subsoil (B horizon). A typical profile, observed in Unit
C2, consisted of a shallow, disturbed organic and topsoil layer over 10YR 6/6 brownish yellow
silty loam E horizon over 10YR 7/6 yellow silty clay, which was encountered at about 27 cm
below ground surface (Figure 4-39).
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Figure 4-39: View of soil profile and base of excavation in Unit C2, Area C.

Very few artifacts other than brick were recovered. Diagnostic materials were typical of the latenineteenth through early-twentieth century with whiteware, Albany-slipped stoneware, a machinemade solarized glass bottle neck, and brown vessel glass. Nails were generally too corroded to
identify, but none were wrought, and at least one was wire (Figure 4-40).
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Figure 4-40: Representative artifacts recovered from Area C units.

The 1937 aerial image of this area shows that it was centered around a farm road running between
two agricultural fields. Although no buildings are visible on the image at that date, the artifacts
recovered, coupled with the location, suggests that these materials were associated with a small,
late-nineteenth century barn or other farm building.
MECHANICAL TRENCHING
Following unit excavation, two blocks and three linear trenches were mechanically stripped to
subsoil using a small machine excavator equipped with a four-foot smooth-edged bucket. A total
of 4,430 square feet (411 square meters) was exposed during mechanical trenching. This consisted
of three linear trenches measuring 268, 99, and 34 feet, respectively, plus two blocks measuring
approximately 92 by 30 feet and 40 by 20 feet (Figure 4-41).
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Figure 4-41: View of trenching in progress in Area C.

Only natural features were observed. As in Area B, these consisted of rotted-out pine tree taproots
and a few areas of charcoal and redeposited C horizon that appeared to have been pulled up from
the roots of large burned-out trees. No evidence of cultural activity was observed in association
with any of these natural features: no artifacts, ashy soil, brick, or other cultural material.
AREA D
This area encompasses the location of a large surface pit in the southern portion of Site 44HN0326.
Although cultural material was not observed on the surface in association with the feature, it was
mechanically excavated to determine whether its origin was cultural or natural (Figure 4-42). Its
location on the 1936 aerial shows it in the northwest corner of a former agricultural field, beside
the farm road (Figure 4-43).
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Figure 4-42: Location of pit feature in relation to other areas.
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Figure 4-43: Detail of 1936 aerial with feature location.

Exploration of this feature began with the mechanical stripping of plowzone in a roughly six-meter
square block around the pit. Handmade brick bats were noted in the plowzone. Clean subsoil
became apparent below plowzone everywhere except for the center of the depression, which
consisted of an area of slumped-in topsoil full of tree roots. A pile of mid-twentieth century bottles,
most of which appeared to be pharmaceutical bottles, were observed within the feature. One of the
bottles still had the prescription information intact and was dated to October of 1948. All of this
material was collected and is described below. At this point in the excavation, the feature
characteristics appeared to be consistent with a tree hole feature filled with household refuse, but
because the shape was still somewhat amorphous, mechanical excavation of a small square block
around the feature continued in ten centimeter intervals. At about 76 centimeters (2.5 feet) below
the ground surface, no more artifacts were observed, but the original shape of the feature became
clear. It was a circle measuring 131 cm (4.3 feet) in diameter, and it was interpreted as a well
(Figure 4-44; 4-45).
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Figure 4-44: Sequence of excavation. Top left: brick bats in the plowzone. Top right: bottle dump at top of
feature. Bottom left: below bottle dump. Bottom right: shape of feature.
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Figure 4-45: Planview of well feature after initial delineation.

The feature was then bisected north to south, and the west side was machine excavated in tencentimeter (four-inch) intervals (Figure 4-46; 4-47).
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Figure 4-46: Map showing well with area of machine excavation and bisect.
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Figure 4-47: Left to right, from top left: Sequence of bisect excavation.
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At 1.88 meters (6.2 feet) below the ground surface, water began filling the well, and mechanical
excavation was halted. Some hand exploration was attempted, but the water and mud prevented
extensive excavation (Figure 4-48). A five-foot (1.52 meter) probe placed in the well went
completely under the water and did not touch the bottom of the feature. Thus, the well measures
at least 3.4 meters (11 feet) deep. No evidence of any kind of lining was observed, and the only
materials that could be pulled out at this depth were fragments of waterlogged wood. Due to their
state of decay, it was unclear whether the wood fragments were natural or cultural in origin. A
profile drawing was made of the bisect, which started about a meter below grade (Figure 4-49).

Figure 4-48: Profile of feature at end of excavation.
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Figure 4-49: Profile drawing of excavated portion of well feature.

The artifacts recovered from the top of the well consisted of an assemblage of mostly
pharmaceutical bottles dating to the late 1940s (Figure 4-50). One of these items was a prescription
bottle made out to Arthur Hall in 1948 from the Barnes drug store in Ashland. The only other
materials were a few links of chain, a fragment of whiteware, and a fragment of mouth-blown
bottle glass. No artifacts were recovered from the lower portions of the well.
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Figure 4-50: Sample of material recovered from the well.

The uniformity of the feature suggests that the well was mechanically drilled, a technology that
has been available from the early nineteenth century through the present day. The vegetation
visible on the 1936 aerial shows a stand of young evergreens that had recently grown up within
the boundaries of a former agricultural field measuring seven acres. The trees appear to be
relatively young, perhaps about ten years old. This information, coupled with the well’s location
in the corner of the former field next to the road and far from any structures indicates that it was
likely a livestock well in use during the late nineteenth through early twentieth century. The clean,
relatively unstratified fill within the well may indicate that it was intentionally backfilled in a single
episode. The artifacts recovered from the top of the feature consisted of late-1940s domestic
material. The historic aerials clearly indicate that by this date, the former well was in a wooded
area adjacent to the farm road, creating an ideal location for the dumping of domestic refuse. Thus,
the stratigraphic sequence appears to have been as follows: excavation during the late-nineteenth
century, followed by backfilling in the early-twentieth century, followed by use as a dump site in
the 1940s, then finally erosion and logging disturbance in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
century.
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5. SUMMARY AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
The data recovery of Site 44HN0326 was conducted from September 27, 2021, through March 22,
2022. Fieldwork consisted of the hand excavation of 26 one-meter excavation units, the
mechanical removal of 16,296 square feet of plowzone, the identification of 29 cultural features,
and the re-identification and excavation of a large cellar and foundation. The purpose of this
memorandum is to summarize the fieldwork completed during the data recovery effort. This
document is not intended to address the research questions presented in the research design.
The project began with the hand excavation of one-meter units in three areas of artifact
concentrations that had been identified during close-interval shovel testing. These locations were
labeled Areas A, B, and C. The greatest quantity of material came from an area to the west of the
previously-identified structural remains in Area A. Very little material was recovered from Areas
B and C.
Following unit excavation, mechanical removal of plowzone was conducted in each area. In Area
A, machine excavation began in the projected location of the main tavern building, which had been
previously machine excavated by Gray and Pape archaeologists in 1999. The area of previous
disturbance was first reidentified, then the rubble fill within the foundation walls was removed.
Machine excavation was also conducted in the area to the west of the foundation where the units
contained the greatest quantity of artifacts, and in the projected location of an outbuilding south of
the cellar. Mechanical removal of plowzone was also conducted in Areas B and C. All of the
cultural features were identified in Area A. Only natural tree root and logging disturbance features
were observed in Areas B and C.
The features identified in Area A correspond precisely with the structures depicted on the 1806
Mutual Assurance policy map. According to the map, the tavern building consisted of a wooden
structure 44 feet by 24 feet with a wooden wing measuring 24 feet long by 18 feet wide. A sketch
drawing of the tavern from 1801 depicts a one-story structure with front and side porches, two end
chimneys, and a center chimney. The masonry features identified had been damaged and, in some
cases, destroyed by the excavations in the 1990s, but what remained, coupled with information
provided in the 1999 excavation report, matched the description from the insurance policy. The
features consisted of the remains of a brick foundation that enclosed a crawl space to the north and
a shallow cellar to the south. A brick chimney base and hearth sat in the southwest corner of the
cellar. Postholes to the south of the cellar suggested a post-set or sill-laid frame addition.
Based on this evidence, the footprint of the entire tavern can be distinguished. The chimney base
that remains is interpreted as the original central chimney, which was set in the southwest corner
of an English basement. This central room was the most substantial and the best preserved. The
brickwork of the northern crawl space addition was fragile and rested directly on subsoil. Part of
it had been robbed out historically, and part had been destroyed during the 1999 excavations. Thus,
it is likely that the end chimney depicted on the insurance map also rested directly on subsoil and
had been previously robbed out or demolished. On the south side, only the root-disturbed bases of
the deepest postholes were present. These features provided enough data to match the dimensions
of the wooden wing, but any masonry elements that rested on subsoil, such as a chimney base, are
no longer present.
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The Mutual Assurance maps depict a stable complex between 40 and 50 yards to the west of the
tavern building. This corresponds with the location of deep, artifact-rich soils encountered during
unit excavation, and machine excavation revealed a series of postholes, a shallow trench, and an
eight-foot square depression. The trench and five postholes formed a right angle that matched the
42 by 20 foot measurement of the stable, while the square feature and its surrounding postholes
matched the recorded dimensions of the granary. The only structure that was missing was the
carriage house. This could either have been a sill-laid structure that did not leave behind any
subsurface evidence, or it could have been located within the preservation buffer where machine
excavation did not take place.
With features identified that matched the dimensions of both the tavern and the stable complex,
the only mapped structure remaining to be found was the southern outbuilding. To this end, a block
was machine-excavated about 50 feet south of the southernmost point of the tavern. A series of six
postholes forming the northwest corner of a post-set structure was revealed, in addition to six other
features that appeared to be root holes and low spots that had been filled in with demolition debris.
These features matched the insurance policy description of a wooden building located 50 feet from
the tavern.
Preliminary analysis of the artifact and stratigraphic data indicates that the main tavern site had a
long range of occupation from the mid-eighteenth through the late-nineteenth century. No sealed
eighteenth-century contexts were identified. All of the features contained a wide mix of artifacts
from every period of occupation, from tin-glazed earthenware and creamware to ironstone and
floral-decorated transferware. Additionally, every feature contained large quantities of brick
rubble. The mix of artifacts and the widespread presence of rubble in the features suggests that all
of the buildings at the site were destroyed and cleared away in a single demolition episode. By
1936, aerial imagery shows that all structural remains were gone, and the location of the former
tavern had been converted into an agricultural field. It appears that this demolition was more than
superficial. Stratigraphic evidence from unit excavation shows a sharp transition from a dark,
loamy topsoil to subsoil, in contrast to the gradual transition from E horizon to subsoil observed
in Areas B and C. Except on the north side of the site in the preservation buffer near the road, only
the base of the deepest features remains, including the wells, the cellar, a pit, and postholes.
Shallow features such as surface-laid masonry elements, yard deposits, walkways, or sheet
middens have been stripped away during demolition and plowed out. Additionally, the drainage
ditches present on the site today appear to post-date the occupation of the tavern, as they disturb
the south edge of the site. Finally, twentieth century logging and the 1990s excavations have also
had a destructive impact on the site.
No indication of additional outbuildings was observed in Area B, where the stratigraphy exhibited
a redeposited topsoil over a truncated but natural E horizon. Only natural tree features were
observed. Cultural features are very clearly defined in these sandy clay soils and would have been
easily identified had they been present. The few artifacts recovered suggested post-depositional
scattering caused by the demolition of the tavern and subsequent plowing and logging. Similarly,
no features were identified in Area C. The artifacts recovered date to the early-twentieth century,
and aerial imagery shows a farm road in this location. These artifacts were likely associated with
a short-lived agricultural building located near the farm road that was no longer extant by the time
the 1936 image was taken.
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The mechanical excavations that were undertaken in the location of the pit feature in Area D
established that it was a filled-in well. The 1936 aerial of the area shows that the feature was
located in an agricultural field that had been allowed to revert to pine forest. The location of the
well in the northwest corner of the field supports the interpretation that it provided water for
livestock. The feature had been backfilled with clean fill, after which it appeared to have been used
as a dump site for pharmaceutical bottles in what appears to be a single depositional episode during
the late 1940s. No other features or artifacts were observed around the feature, either during the
Phase I survey or during the mechanical excavation. Grading will not occur deeper than three feet
in this location, so the well will not be destroyed by construction. Therefore, no further
archaeological consideration is recommended for this feature.
The data recovered from this Phase III excavation confirm that this site was the location of Merry
Oaks Tavern. Analysis of the features, soil samples, and artifacts is ongoing, and a full report
exploring the research questions with these data will be submitted at the conclusion of analysis
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